mainly interested in predicting the percentage of correct responses
to images containing a threat item. Therefore, we use the hit rate
instead of d0 as the variable to be predicted. In our previous studies, we used the signal detection measure d0 = z(H) − z(F A)
whereas z(H) refers to the z-transformed hit rate and z(F A) to the
z-transformed false alarm rate [Green and Swets 1966]. Secondly,
only novices and no experts are tested because we want to examine
image based factors independent of expertise.
2.1.1 Participants

Twelve undergraduate students in psychology from the University
of Zurich participated in this experiment (5 females). None of them
has had any previous experience with visual inspection of x-ray images.
2.1.2 Materials

The X-Ray Object Recognition Test (X-Ray ORT) was used to measure detection performance. This test has been designed to analyze
the influence of image based effects view difficulty, superposition
and bag complexity on human detection performance when visually inspecting x-ray images of passenger bags. Inspired by signal
detection theory [Green and Swets 1966], the X-Ray ORT consists
of two sets of 128 x-ray images. One set contains harmless bags
without a threat item (N-trials, for noise). The other set contains
the same bags, each of them with a threat (SN-trials, for signalplus-noise). Only guns and knives of typical familiar shapes are
used. This is important because the X-Ray ORT is designed to
measure cognitive visual abilities to cope with effects of viewpoint,
superposition, and bag complexity independent of specific visual
knowledge about threat objects. The X-Ray ORT consists of 256
items (x-ray images) given by the following test design: 16 threat
item exemplars (8 guns, 8 knives) x 2 view difficulty levels x 2 bag
complexity levels x 2 superposition levels x 2 trial types (SN and
N-trials). The construction of the items in all image based factor
combinations as shown above was lead by visual plausibility criteria. After choosing two sets of x-ray images of harmless bags with
different parameter values in bag complexity, the sixteen fictional
threat items were projected into the bags in two different view difficulties at two locations with different superposition each. The term
fictional threat items (FTIs) is commonly used in connection with
TIP systems as discussed in the introduction. For further details
on the X-Ray ORT see [Hardmeier et al. 2005; Schwaninger et al.
2005a]. Stimuli were displayed on 17” TFT screens at a distance
of about 100cm, so that the x-ray images subtended approximately
10-12 degrees of visual angle. The computer program measured
outcome (hit, miss, false alarm, correct rejection) and the response
times from image onset to final decision button press.

Figure 1: Illustration of the three major image based factors suggested by Schwaninger, Hardmeier and Hofer (2005).

cope with image-based factors (Schwaninger et al., 2005). Therefore, a good model for image difficulty estimation using automated
image measurements of image-based factors could be very useful
for enhancing such individually adaptive training algorithms.
The study is sectioned into four experiments. The first experiment
is a replication of earlier findings [Schwaninger et al. 2005a] to confirm the relevance and relative independence of image based factors
in predicting human performance. The second experiment aims
to estimate the subjective perceptual plausibility of the underlying
image based factors by correlating them with the average hit rate
(p(hit)), i.e. percent detection per image averaged across participants. Threat images were rated for view difficulty, superposition,
clutter, transparency and general difficulty. Images of harmless
bags were rated for clutter, transparency, and general difficulty. The
correlation between these ratings and human detection performance
reflects the relative importance of each image based factor. We then
developed statistical formulae and automated image measurements
for the above mentioned image based factors. Experiment 3 was
designed to estimate the perceptual plausibility of these computer
generated estimates. We correlated the computer-based estimates
with the corresponding human ratings to determine whether our
computer-based algorithms correspond with human perception. Finally, in Experiment 4 we compared a model using computer-based
estimates to a model based on human ratings of the image based
factors.

2.1.3 Procedure

X-ray images of passenger bags were shown for a maximum display duration of 4 seconds. Note that at airport security controls the
human operators (screeners) usually have only 3-6 seconds to inspect a passenger bag. The participant’s task was to decide whether
the image is OK (i.e. the bag contains no threat item) or NOT OK
(i.e. it contains a threat item) by clicking one of the corresponding buttons on the screen (see Figure 2). In addition, participants
had to judge their confidence using a slider control (from UNSURE
to SURE). These confidence ratings were used for another study.
No feedback was given regarding the correctness of the responses.
Participants could initiate the next trial by pressing the space bar.

2 Experiment 1
2.1

Method

Experiment 1 is a replication of the study by Schwaninger et al.
(2005), who identified image based factors for threat item detection
in x-ray image screening. Two important differences need to be
mentioned. In view of possible applications in TIP systems, we are

Several practice trials were presented to make sure that the task was
understood properly before the test started. Immediately prior to the
actual test, all guns and knives were presented on the screen for 10
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not so surprising that we could not find a significant effect of bag
complexity on hit rate alone in Experiment 1.

3 Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was designed to investigate the perceptual plausibility
of our image measurements introduced in section 4.

3.1

Method

The participants who had conducted Experiment 1 took part in Experiment 2 one week later using a slightly modified experimental
setup. The participant’s task was to rate the difficulties of the XRay ORT images regarding view difficulty and superposition of the
threat images. In addition, clutter, transparency and general item
difficulty had to be rated for threat and non-threat images. The ratings were given by mouse clicks on a 50-point scale (0=very low
to 50=very high). No initial position was set. Figure 4 shows a
screenshot.

Figure 2: Screenshot of an X-Ray ORT trial showing an x-ray image of a passenger bag containing a gun. Response buttons and
slider control are aligned at the bottom of the screen.

seconds, respectively. This was done to minimize any effects of
threat item knowledge. Half of the items were shown in easy view
and the other half in difficult view.

2.2

Results

2.2.1 Descriptive Results

Figure 3 displays the mean hit rate (M = .80) and standard deviation (SD = 0.17) broken up by main effects of view difficulty,
superposition, and bag complexity for guns and knives. Data was
first averaged across images for each participant and then across
participants to calculate mean hit rate. The analysis of false alarm
rates is not part of this study but will eventually be published later.
2.2.2 Statistical Analyses

Figure 4: Screenshot of a typical trial of Experiment 2 containing a
knife. All participants were asked to judge the image based factors
subjectively, whereby bag complexity is separated in clutter and
transparency. Additionally, participants were asked to judge the
general item difficulty as well (not analyzed in this study). Threat
items were displayed next to the bag. For non-threat items, the
slider controls for view difficulty and superposition were discarded.

Our hypothesis whereby the image based factors have great influence on detection performance was tested using repeated-measures
ANOVA. Main effects are stated below.
Guns:
View Difficulty:
Superposition:
Bag Complexity:

η 2 = .89
η 2 = .40
η 2 = .14

F (1, 11) = 91.55
F (1, 11) = 7.45
F (1, 11) = 1.76

p < .001
p < .05
p = .21

Knives:
View Difficulty:
Superposition:
Bag Complexity:

η 2 = .84
η 2 = .65
η 2 = .23

F (1, 11) = 59.06
F (1, 11) = 20.48
F (1, 11) = 5.60

p < .001
p < .001
p = .10

2.3

3.2 Results
In order to estimate the relative importance of image based factors [Schwaninger et al. 2005a] on human detection performance,
we correlated ratings for view difficulty, superposition, clutter and
transparency (Experiment 2) with the hit rate data obtained in Experiment 1. Data analysis was conducted separately for guns and
knives.

Discussion

We were able to replicate the results from Schwaninger et al. (2005)
involving professional screeners fairly well regarding main effects
of view difficulty and superposition. However, unlike in earlier
studies, the image based factor bag complexity had no significant
effect on the hit rate for both, guns and knives. The most probable
reason for this is that the detection performance in this study is the
hit rate instead of d0 . As mentioned earlier, d0 equals z(H)−z(F A)
whereas H refers to hit rate and F A to false alarm rate (Green &
Swets, 1966). Effects of bag complexity are more likely to be found
on false alarm rate. In x-ray screening tests, the false alarm rate is
based on the number of times a participant judges a bag to be NOT
OK even though there is no threat item in it. Consistent with this
view, we found clear effects of bag complexity on d0 in earlier studies [Hardmeier et al. 2005; Schwaninger et al. 2005a]. It is therefore

3.2.1 Descriptive Results

Figure 5 shows the averaged ratings across all participants and
across all threat items. The ordinate depicts the rating scores on
the 50-point scale (see Figure 4). The black and white bars in each
image based factors category represent the low and high parameter
values according to the arrangement of the X-Ray ORT test design.
Over-all mean rating value was M = 19.2 with a standard deviation of SD = 15.4. Inter-rater consistency was quite high with an
average correlation (Fisher-corrected) between subjects of r = .64
for view difficulty, r = .62 for superposition, r = .65 for clutter
and r = .40 for transparency.
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Figure 3: Results of Experiment 1. Mean hit rate for the detection of guns and knives, broken up by main effects of view difficulty, superposition, and bag complexity. Data was first averaged across images for each participant and then across participants to calculate mean hit rate.
Error bars represent the standard deviation across participants.

Figure 5: Descriptive results from Experiment 2 for guns and knives separately. The image based factor bag complexity from the X-Ray ORT
is split into the sub-factors clutter and transparency according to the rating experiment design shown in Figure 4. Please note that the factor
transparency points in the opposite direction compared to bag complexity and the other image based factors.

Thus, the results from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 showed
that image based factors affect objective x-ray image difficulty (hit
rate) and the image-based factors can be rated by novices. Consistent with the findings from Experiment 1, the ratings of image
based factors show that clutter and transparency are less predictive
than ratings of view difficulty and superposition. For the development of image measurements, it was necessary to split up the
factor bag complexity into clutter and transparency. However, this
seems to be problematic, because for subjective ratings they seem
to be highly interdependent. The ratings of clutter and transparency
are highly correlated: r(12) = −.93, p < .001 for guns and
r(12) = −.86, p < .001 for knives. We return to this issue in
section 4.3.

3.2.2 Statistical Analyses

Correlations of ratings of image based factors with hit rate per
image averaged across the participants of Experiment 1.
Guns:
View Difficulty:
Superposition:
Clutter:
Transparency:

r(12) = −.56
r(12) = −.69
r(12) = −.32
r(12) = .37

p < .001
p < .001
p < .05
p < .01

Knives:
View Difficulty:
Superposition:
Clutter:
Transparency:

r(12) = −.53
r(12) = −.67
r(12) = −.24
r(12) = .31

p < .001
p < .001
p = .06
p < .05

Concerning the mathematical signs, note that the hit rate points in
the opposite direction of threat detection difficulty. The more difficult a threat item is to be detected the lower the hit rate.

4 Experiment 3

3.3

The aim of Experiment 3 was to develop computer-based algorithms to automatically estimate the image based factors view difficulty, superposition, clutter, and transparency. The perceptual plausibility of these computer-based algorithms was examined by correlating them with the human ratings obtained in Experiment 2.

Discussion

All subjective human ratings show significant correlations with the
hit rates from Experiment 1, except for clutter in x-ray images
containing a knife, which was marginally significant (p = .06).
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4.1

Method

Clutter
This image based factor is designed to express bag item properties
like its textural unsteadiness, disarrangement, chaos or just clutter.
In terms of the bag images presented, this factor is closely related to
the amount of items in the bag as well as to their structures in terms
of complexity and fineness. The method used in this study is based
on the assumption, that such texture unsteadiness can be described
mathematically in terms of the amount of high frequency regions.

All image measurements developed for this purpose are based on
theoretical considerations. Different algorithm parameters were optimized by maximizing the correlations between the image-based
factors estimates and detection performance measures derived from
earlier X-Ray ORT findings from x-ray screening experts.
4.1.1 Statistical estimates and image measurements for image based factors

CL =

View Difficulty
Even with the aid of 3D volumetric models, it is not (yet) possible to satisfyingly determine the degree of a 3-dimensional rotation
(view difficulty) of a physical threat item automatically from its
2-dimensional x-ray image [Mahfouz et al. 2005]. Additional difficulties regarding image segmentation arise from the very heterogeneous backgrounds of x-ray images, compare [Sluser and Paranjape 1999]. Therefore, this image based factor is not (yet) being
calculated by image processing, but statistically from X-Ray ORT
detection performance data obtained in Experiment 1.

V Dj =

4
X
i=1

HitRi

!

where

(1)

TR =

x,y

P

x,y (IN (x, y)

P

< threshold)

x,y (IN (x, y) < 255)

(4)

Equation 4 shows the image measurement formula for transparency. IN (x, y) denotes the pixel intensities of the harmless bag.
threshold is the pixel intensity threshold beneath which the pixels
are counted. The implementation of the image measurement for the
image based factor transparency is simply achieved by counting the
number of pixels being darker than a certain threshold (e.g. < 65)
relative to the bag’s overall size ( < 255, non-white pixels).

Superposition
This image based factor refers to how much the pixel intensities at
the location of the FTI in the threat bag image differ from the pixel
intensities at the same location in the same bag without the FTI.
Equation 2 shows the image measurement formula for superposition. ISN (x, y) denotes the pixel intensities of a threat image and
IN (x, y) denotes the pixel intensities of the corresponding harmless bag.
SP =

Ihp (x, y) = IN ∗ F −1 (hp(fx , fy ))

Transparency
The image based factor transparency reflects the extent to which
x-rays are able to penetrate objects in a bag. This depends on the
specific material density of these objects. These attributes are represented in x-ray images as different degrees of luminosity. Heavy
metallic materials such as lead are known to be very hard to be penetrated by x-rays and therefore appear as dark areas on the x-ray
images.

It is important to understand that this concept of view difficulty
is not just reflecting the degree of rotation of an object. In that
case there would be two parameter values for all threat exemplars
only. View difficulty as it is conceptualized here reflects innate view
difficulty attributes unique to each exemplar view separately.

2
ISN (x, y) − IN (x, y)

(3)

Equation 3 shows the image measurement formula for clutter. It
represents a convolution of the empty bag image (N for noise) with
the convolution kernel derived from a high-pass filter in the Fourier
space. IN denotes the pixel intensities of the harmless bag image.
F −1 denotes the inverse Fourier transformation. hp(fx , fy ) represents a high-pass filter in the Fourier space (see Appendix).

Equation 1 shows the calculation of the image based factor view
difficulty, whereas i is the summation index ranging from 1 to 4 (2
bag complexities x 2 superpositions), j denotes the index number
of the x-ray image in question (one threat exemplar in one of the
two views), HitRj is its average hit rate across all participants and
’4’ is the number of the bags each FTI was projected into. In order
to avoid a circular argument in the statistical model (multiple linear
regression, see Experiment 4) by partial inclusion of the criterion
variable into a predictor, the hit rate of the one item in question is
excluded from this estimate.

sX

Ihp (x, y)

x,y

− HitRj

3

X

4.2 Results
To examine perceptual plausibility of the computer-based measurements, we correlated them with the corresponding averaged ratings
from Experiment 2.
4.2.1 Statistical Analyses

Pearson’s product-moment correlations between the calculated
measurements and the corresponding human ratings’ mean values
were applied for each image based factor dimension separately.

(2)

Guns:
View Difficulty:
Superposition:
Clutter:
Transparency:

It should be noted that this mathematical definition of superposition
is dependent on the size of the threat item in the bag. For further
development of the computational model it is conceivable to split
up superposition and the size of the threat item into two separate
image based factors. Measurement of superposition would require
having both the bag with the FTI and without. For both applications
mentioned in the introduction, this is possible with current TIP and
CBT technology. In TIP, the FTI, its location, the bag with and
without the FTI are recorded. In several CBT systems, the same
information is recorded and stored, too.

Knives:
View Difficulty:
Superposition:
Clutter:
Transparency:
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r(12) = −.62
r(12) = −.54
r(12) = .16
r(12) = −.69

p < .001
p < .001
p = .20
p < .001

r(12) = −.47
r(12) = −.44
r(12) = .18
r(12) = −.63

p < .001
p < .001
p = .16
p < .001

Figure 6: The four scatter plots from the models predicting the hit rate on the basis of all disposable image based factors as predictors.
Guns and knives are displayed separately (columns). The models based on the calculated predictors derived from image measurements are
displayed in the first row and the models based on rated image based factors predictors are displayed in the second row.

4.3

5.2 Results

Discussion

Except for clutter all correlations between automated measurements
and ratings are highly significant. In the discussion of Experiment 2 the high inter-correlations between the human ratings of
the image based factors clutter and transparency was mentioned
(r(12) = −.93, p < .001 for guns and r(12) = −.86, p < .001
for knives). Consistent with this result, there were also fairly
high inter-correlations between the corresponding calculated estimates of the image based factors clutter and transparency (r(64) =
.52, p < .001 for guns and r(64) = .55, p < .001 for knives).
Except for clutter, we can conclude that our algorithms for automated estimation of image based factors are perceptually plausible
because they correlate significantly with the ratings of novices.

5.2.1 Descriptive Results

Figure 6 shows the scatter plots with regression standardized predicted values on the abscissa and the actually measured hit rate from
Experiment 1 on the ordinate.
5.2.2 Statistical Analyses

Figure 7 shows the most important statistical values of the four multiple linear regression analyses arranged in columns and rows like
in Figure 6. The single tables show the four predictors in the rows.
The first column gives the variable names of the image based factors. Unstandardized regression weights are in the second and standardized beta weights in the third column. Column four shows the
p-value statistics indicating the significance of the single regression
coefficients in the model. The last line shows the goodness-of-fit
statistics of the model as a whole. R2 tells us to which extent the
model is able to predict the variance in the hit rate. Because R2
increases with the number of predictors independently of their predictive power, R2 (adj) taking into account the number of predictors is given, too. Finally the statistical indices F -value and the
significance level of the model as a whole (p-value) are given.

5 Experiment 4
Experiment 4 was designed to evaluate the predictive power of a
statistical model based on automated estimation of image based factors. To this end, we now compare the results of multiple linear
regression analysis using the automated estimates of image based
factors as predictors with the results of multiple linear regression
analysis using the human ratings of image based factors as predictors.

5.1

Method

All statistical models are highly significant in the overall goodnessof-fit verification statistics, both for guns and knives. The R2 values, the extent to which a model is able to explain the variance
in the dependent variable by its predictors, are very high compared
to values usually obtained when predicting human performance.
The model based on our image measurements achieves an R2 of
.61 (R2 (adj)=.58) with guns and an R2 of .54 (R2 (adj)=.51) with
knives. The ratings model is even marginally better with an R2 of
.62 (R2 (adj)=.60) with guns and an R2 of .55 (R2 (adj)=.52) with
knives. Concerning the regression coefficients in detail, the predictors view difficulty and superposition are always significant, mostly
highly significant. This is not the case for the two sub-factors of bag
complexity (clutter and transparency).

The comparison included the four image based factors introduced
in Experiment 3.
5.1.1 Multiple Linear Regression Analysis

The predictors of the multiple linear regression model are our image
based factors; the hit rates per image averaged across participants
(Experiment 1) is the dependent variable. We compared the two
statistical models in terms of their goodness-of-fit measures, their
regression coefficient’s significances and the percentage of variance
in the dependent variable hit rate the model is able to explain by its
predictors.
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Figure 7: Statistical analysis tables of the models with the most important statistical values of the multiple linear regression analyses. Each
of the four tables shows the statistical values of the verification of each regression coefficient separately in the rows. Additionally the model’s
overall goodness-of-fit verification values are given in the bottom row of each model. In both statistical models, the dependent variable is the
hit rate obtained in Experiment 1.

5.3

Discussion

statistical models to predict hit rates as well as false alarm rates.

The different statistical models in Experiment 4 show that the image
based factors suggested by Schwaninger et al. (2005) are quite powerful predictors of human detection performance. The model based
on automated estimation of image-based factors is as predictive as
human ratings. Admittedly, Experiment 4 shows also that the subfactors of the image based factor bag complexity, clutter and transparency, do not contribute significantly to the explanatory power
of the model. In some cases, they even show regression weights
which point in the direction opposite to what is expected. As already mentioned in Experiments 1 and 2 this can be explained by
the fact that in detection experiments bag complexity rather affects
the false alarm rate than the hit rate. This is currently being investigated in additional experiments. Nevertheless, our computational
model is able to predict the hit rate in terms of image based factors
as good as human ratings can. Such a model could therefore provide a basis for the enhancement of individually adaptive computerbased testing and training systems in which the estimation of x-ray
image difficulty is an essential component. In addition, the image
measurements developed in this study can be very useful for analyzing more reliable individual TIP performance scores by taking into
account image difficulty as explained in the introduction. It is interesting to discuss the differences in the beta-weights between guns
and knives in the image processing model. For guns view difficulty
is weighted almost double compared to superposition. For knives,
where superposition is weighted almost double compared to view
difficulty, the contrary pattern was observed. We are currently conducting additional analyses to find out whether this effect is related
to differential changes by 3D rotation. The reason why superposition is weighted much stronger in knives than in guns is probably
due to the superposition formula which also reflects the size of the
threat items. In the X-Ray ORT knives differ more in size than guns.
Thus, the regression coefficient patterns reflect actual characteristics of the weapon categories. The scatter plots (Figure 6) reveal
that, especially in knives, there is a certain ceiling effect. Therefore, it might be of value to use non-linear regression for modeling
hit rates in the future. Apart from that, this study can be viewed as
the basis for further statistical models for the prediction of individual screener responses to single x-ray images using binary logistic
regression. In addition, together with the development of enhanced
and additional image based predictors we intend to develop parallel

6 Appendix
Clutter formula high-pass filter where fx and fy are its frequency
components, f is its cut-off frequency and where d is its fall-off.

hp(fx , fy ) = 1 −

1+

1
 √f 2 +f 2 d
x

(5)

y

f

This high-pass filter represents a 2-D matrix in the Fourier frequency space. Therefore an inverse Fourier transformation is applied to transform it into a convolution kernel in the spatial domain.
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